
ANNOUNCING AN ESSAY CONTEST FOR YOUNG NUMISMATISTS

To support young numismatists  
and budding authors, 

 Heritage Auctions is sponsoring  
a quarterly essay contest  
– four winners every year! 

CONTEST RULES:
The essay contest is open to all students, ages 8-18. 
Essays should be approximately 350-500 words.
All previously submitted essays will also be considered for each new quarterly contest.
There is no limit to the number of essays that can be submitted.
Entrants agree that Heritage will hold the copyright to submissions, and that each winning 
essay, under the author’s name and state, may be:

Printed for distribution in our coin and currency shipments
Published on HA.com 
Published in our coin and currency e-magazines, as appropriate

SOME SAMPLE ESSAY TOPICS:
How I got interested in coin collecting;
My favorite numismatic memory or experience;
My favorite coin or currency design (explain why the coin or note selected is artistically, 
historically, or even personally important);
I intend to start collecting coins because I am interested in _______________.
Or, be creative and impress the judges!

QUARTERLY PRIZES AWARDED EARLY JANUARY, APRIL, JULY & NOVEMBER:
ANA YN Dues for one year, plus local coin club dues for one year, plus $750 in value to be 
spent/divided among the following (at winner’s choice):

ANA YN Dollars to be used in any ANA YN auctions;
toward ANA bookstore purchases;
toward ANA YN Correspondence Courses (scheduled to start in late 2012);
toward ANA Summer Seminar tuition costs.

“Senior” numismatists: please alert all of the YNs at your local coin club  
or Scout troop, or young students about this contest!

Send essays to: Korver@HA.com (please include YN Essay in the Subject Line)
or: Robert Korver - Essays, Heritage, 3500 Maple Ave., 17th Floor, Dallas, TX 75219
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